"To Whom Should I Pray?"
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Satsang with Mooji In this beautiful Satsang excerpt, Moojibaba offers a beautiful response to this
question, “To whom should I pray?” How is it that even the awakened Sage, who sees everything as
one consciousness, may still praise God and display devotion to the Supreme? M oojibaba reveals
how both bhakti (devotion) and jnana (wisdom) are represented and expressed in the awakened
mind and heart. “What is God? The pure intelligence spirit being, eternal, formless. From where does
love come? And this joy? Thanks to the Supreme Consciousness. Thank you Supreme Being… rid me
of anything that is hidden and merge me with you completely.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JNH3lYGZcY
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A post-Rishikesh Satsangs message from Sri Mooji Right about now, and earlier, the mind will come
with its strong counter-attacks, strong doubts, strong pressures. You have not lost anything. If you’ve
been inside a retreat or intensive for a few days, for sure, you have had the darshan of God, the
darshan of Truth. It has awakened something inside you and is calling you into the heart of being.
Because of the potency of that inner call, there are forces that operate in the mind and psyche that
are going to be on the attack against this. How will you conquer these forces? Not by fighting them,
but by remaining in the heart of truth. This is where you are pointed to stay. I have not put swords in
your hands and guns and bullets and machetes, I have said simply, “Remain with God, remain in the
True, remain only as the witness.” You’re surrendering to the Almighty Power, which is all-pervading,
imperishable, everlasting, eternal, true, full of love, complete. You’re surrendering to your own
complete-ness. So don’t fall here! You be the one that wins your Self back. Music: 'Allahu Akbar'
performed by Brahmi, Amrita, Karuna and Zsolti Monte Sahaja, Portugal Visit the home and heart of
all Mooji Satsangs shared online - http://Mooji.TV
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0Ss5XjJ9Aw
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Walk with Mooji Baba During a morning walk, Mooji Baba stops for a while to speak about a worry
which many beings encounter while following his guidance, a worry about apparent mind attacks.
The Master shows how this phenomenon is nothing to worry about and offers powerful words of
encouragement. “In fact it is a sign that you are making progress and that you are sinking more
deeply. It might feel like a bumpy ride for a while but it is totally worth it. "For a while you might feel
unsure about things but there is an underlying trust that something is guiding your way and holding
your hand. Don’t be disheartened, don’t be discouraged. Everything positive is on your side. "A
higher power is with you. Just keep saying, ‘Yes, yes, I am here for the Truth.'" Music: "There Is No
Life Apart From You" by Ananda and Igor, recorded during Sahaja Silent Retreat 2017 Monte Sahaja,
Portugal This and many other videos can be viewed on Mooji.TV: http://bit.ly/moojitv and
http://bit.ly/sahaja-express #Mooji #satsang #spirituality #advaita #nonduality #awakening
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdKs13kf13A
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In this beautiful and profound talk Moojibaba encounters a student on one of his morning walks.
Together they reflect on how mind attacks can be used to discover our own true Self. “Mind attacks
are great opportunities to check in: Who or what is the mind attacking? The mind can only attack the
idea you have of yourself— your person, your ego or self image. It cannot attack the pure
consciousness. Consciousness is not disturbed. It is like space. Your Self is That.” 15 April 2020 Monte
Sahaja, Portugal - If you would like to support the sharing of Satsang, you can donate here:
https://mooji.org/donate?tcode=mtv7 This and many other videos can be viewed on Mooji.TV:
http://bit.ly/moojitv and http://bit.ly/sahaja-express #Mooji #satsang #spirituality #advaita
#nonduality #awakening
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlVrOUYHxtw

Begin Discovering Your True Self Today ~
DON'T MISS This Simple Guided
Meditation
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~ Guided Meditation with Mooji ~ Moojibaba invites us to use this time when many around the world
are in self-quarantine for the highest aim: to discover the peace and harmony of our true nature.
"Amongst all the activities that we do, we rarely give enough time to sit quietly by ourselves. I would
like to introduce to you not just to sit alone, but to guide you into your inner Being. What you truly
are is not merely what we think we are, not merely what we have been brought up to believe we are.
Actually, surprisingly, beautifully, we discover a level of peace and natural well-being-ness, joy, and
silence. And right here in the depth of our Self, a great calmness you will discover. This, that we are
going to discover today, you will see that it is always here. That is the most wonderful thing about
this." 23 March 2020 Monte Sahaja, Portugal ~ More Guided Meditations: A Peaceful Life is Priceless:
https://youtu.be/VD7Brg0geVA An Invitation to Freedom: https://youtu.be/ptcINj_7tcI News and
Resources During Coronavirus Crisis You can find a dedicated page with a special message from
Mooji, guided meditations, news and other resources here: https://mooji.org/covid-19.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EI8YBilXvc0
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Walk with Moojibaba A very special talk with Moojibaba where he encounters a friend on a morning
walk and looks with him at how to overcome mind attacks. “Pay attention to your self — you are
before the mind’s running about. Don’t judge yourself with your thoughts, but when they come, if
you hold onto them then you create a relationship and an identity with them… So it’s good to be
aware of thoughts, make use of them, but keep your royal distance from them, don’t identify. This is
the one thing you have to overcome, to transcend in life, and that is your mind attachment, your
belief in the mind. It’s only that you have to overcome.” 23 March 2020 Monte Sahaja, Portugal - This
and many other videos can be viewed on Mooji.TV: http://bit.ly/moojitv and http://bit.ly/sahajaexpress #Mooji #satsang #spirituality #advaita #nonduality #awakening
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYriu5g2x1g
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Walk with Mooji Baba On this morning walk, Moojibaba addresses the need to step out of the
recurring negative tendencies by which we allow ourselves to be plagued. We are invited to choose
that which is higher even without having a clear notion of what that is. “It is instinct for the one who
is heading for freedom. To discover more and more the depth from which the real seein g emerges,
and by seeing that these are simply shadows and shapes appearing in the infinite space that you are,
their spell and power and virility are broken—without doubt. You may look back and think, ‘Wow,
how could that have troubled me for so long?' Please accept that God has provided the powers of
discernment, and the ability to mature and to move on and above lower concepts—that is a reality."
This and many other videos can be viewed on Mooji.TV: http://bit.ly/moojitv and
http://bit.ly/sahaja-express #Mooji #satsang #spirituality #advaita #nonduality #awakening
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK7
L8z1ihBo

